
People donate to The Collective Fund, where
100% of the these funds are designated for

project use only.
 
 
 
 

All Access stretches their donations through our
strategically designed, high impact projects.

 
 
 
 

Donors receive detailed and customized updates
and reports on the impact of their donations

every month!

We locate the places in the world with
the most urgent physical and spiritual
needs according to the latest metrics.

We identify the organizations who can
most effectively, efficiently and
sustainably meet these needs and
design a strategic project with them.

We fund these projects and oversee
their progress, following the guidance
of global and local experts to ensure
no harm is done and that maximum
impact is achieved.

We report everything back to the
donor: how every penny is used, the
progress of the projects, the stories of
the lives changed and the global
impact made.

why do this?

the problem

the solution

Currently there are about 3.2 billion people
with no access to the Gospel and 1.3 billion

people living in extreme poverty.

Sustainability

Transparency

Effectiveness

It's that simple.

Efficiency

&
 The current way of doing charitable work is
very inefficient, ineffective, unsustainable,
and not very strategic or transparent with

how they use your generous giving.

our approach how it works
what we do

This is where you can make
a special impact!

who leads the industry in:

what donors do

How do we provide our donors with a
100% financially efficient experience?

The Collective Fund
100% of these funds are designated for projects.

All Access Operations
These funds cover all the operational expenses.

The most efficient and
transparent donor experience

in the industry!

All Access International is divided into two
separate financial accounts:

I
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Proof of Concept

Project 001 - West Bengal, India

We're current on track to plant more
than 100 churches in one of the

darkest places in the world in 2021
for $20,000.

This project is 2200x more efficient,
7x faster and exponentially more

effective and sustainable
than the traditional missions model!

To learn more, go to
allaccessinternational.org/updates

What does this same task take using
the traditional missions model?

$44,000,000 a year!

our mission
For all people to be free of physical

and spiritual poverty

what we do
Strategic charitable management to

make the biggest impact possible

allaccessinternational.org

who we are
A faith-based charitable

humanitarian development 501(c)(3)
non-profit organization

why we're doing this
Because our approach is our best
chance at ending global poverty

What will it take?

To join our team, go to
allaccessinternational.org/team

Will you be a partner of
All Access with me?

A team of partners supporting the
operations of All Access.

Scan to join!

Monthly Partnership Team
 

8 people at $300/mo.
14 people at $200/mo.
24 people at $100/mo.
Total Team: 46 people

Partners receive additional behind-the-scenes
information regarding All Access, including

monthly expense reports and updates!


